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Event Strategies partners with renown

artist Tyson Hall for a nonprofit's 40th

anniversary, showcasing unique artwork

celebrating heritage and community

impact.

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, May

23, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Event

Strategies For Success Unveils Major

Artistic Collaboration with Tyson Hall

for Nonprofit Milestone

Event Strategies For Success is thrilled

to announce its inaugural artistic

collaboration with acclaimed abstract

artist Tyson Hall. This partnership

celebrates a landmark 40th

anniversary for a distinguished

nonprofit organization, highlighting a

shared commitment to cultural

heritage and community impact.

Tyson Hall has created a unique 3ft x 3ft mixed media artwork on wood specifically for this

occasion. The piece is divided into three expressive segments:

TOP BAR: A golden expanse representing the "sun region," symbolizing origins and beginnings.

MIDDLE BAR: Featuring the nonprofit's logo, this section honors the organization's enduring

legacy and its role in the community.

LOWER BAR: Composed of layers of paper inscribed with historical black legal facts, this segment

pays homage to the forefathers of law and justice, reflecting the deep historical roots and

ongoing influence of the organization.

Raised in the Bronx during the formative years of hip-hop, Tyson Hall chose graffiti as his
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primary medium, a vibrant form of

expression accessible to all. Inspired by

the art of Jean-Michel Basquiat, Hall

transitioned from graffiti to canvas,

using his art to explore themes of

spirituality, culture, and societal

influences.

The collaboration, expertly brokered by

consulting partner Lynette Battle,

showcases her critical role in aligning

Tyson Hall’s artistic vision with the

nonprofit's mission, amplifying their

shared dedication to cultural and social

empowerment.  Tyson Hall's works  are

available for viewing by clicking the link

embedded in his name.  You may view

his recent exhibition at the Jazz Museum

in Harlem in the same manner. 

Event Strategies For Success continues

to champion community-based nonprofits, supporting the critical fundraising efforts that

empower underrepresented communities. For more information about our mission and

services, visit Event Strategies For Success.

We are delighted to

collaborate with Tyson Hall

on this meaningful project.

His artwork beautifully

encapsulates the spirit and

legacy of the nonprofit,

celebrating its cultural and

community impact.”
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